Cycle Hire Arezzo

Cycle Hire Arezzo
Cycle hire Arezzo. Let Cycle Classic Tours arrange your road bike rentals or e bike hire before
you start with your cycling holiday around Arezzo in Tuscany. Book your road bikes or e bike
hire online, its easy and convenient.

Cycle Hire Arezzo & experience Tuscany on an E Bike!
Arezzo is a city and also the capital of the province Arezzo and located right in the middle of
beautiful Italian Tuscany. In Arezzo you will find many historical sites such as medieval squares,
churches, cathedrals and museums. Arezzo is less visited city by tourists compared with the
other popular towns in Tuscany. You will find more Italians tourist what makes ita little bit
different moreover Arezzo is one of the richest cities in Tuscany and is also best known for the
jewellery industry.
Arezzo and around is wonderful to discover on bike. Tuscany is therefore also seen as a cycling
paradise for every cyclist. Both less-trained cyclists and real professional cyclists take a ride
every year through the beautiful Tuscan countryside. This cycling friendly region is best known
for the hilly area, the perfect roads, the always pleasant sunny climate and with little traffic
makes the region around Arezzo the ideal place for the perfect cycling holiday!
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Why Cycle Classic Tours Bike Hire is the best?
EASY & FAST BOOKING - Book your bike rental bike in quick and easy.
QUALITY BIKES - All partners Cycle Classic Tours using solid and maintained bikes. A
good working bike is the determining factor for a successful bike tour.
BEST OFFER & PRICE - Good quality for a fair price; that's where Cycle Classic Tours
bike rentals stands for!
TOP LOCATIONS – All bike rental stations are located in cycling friendly regions

Rent your road bike rentals in Arezzo or E bike hire before you leave to Italy
Book your bikes through our online bookings platform WWW.BIKEHIREAREZZO.COM
You can also book a cycling tour in Italy check for all cycling trips in Italy:
WWW.CYCLECLASSICTOURS.COM/ITALY

We wish you a pleasant cycling holiday in Italy.
For all bike hire destinations check our online bike hire platform:
WWW.CCTBIKERENTALS.COM
You can check all our cycling tours in Europe here : WWW.CYCLECLASSICTOURS.COM
Happy cycling!
Team Cycle Classic Tours
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